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Finding Citations to Social Work Literature: The Relative Benefits of Using Web of Science, Scopus, or Google Scholar

Introduction

Google Scholar and Scopus are relatively new tools available to scholars for identifying cited and citing references to a given research article. The present study compares these tools to the longstanding, established citation indexes available through the Web of Science database, focusing on social work and social welfare research. To do this, the citations to articles in five leading social welfare journals were obtained from Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar. The patterns of citing references contained in these databases were compared and contrasted to determine the utility and robustness of social welfare coverage in each source of citation data.

The citation indexes found in Web of Science (Science Citation Index, Social Science Citation Index and Arts and Humanities Index) have existed since the 1970s, when they were print resources. On the other hand, Google Scholar and Scopus both appeared in the first decade of the 21st century, and contain overlapping content with Web of Science and each other, but as is demonstrated in the literature review, there are often unique items in each source.

Because of its interdisciplinary nature, research on social work and social welfare topics may appear in sources that are based in various academic disciplines. As a result, it is not immediately clear what, if any, advantages each citation indexing source may have in covering social welfare research. This study seeks to determine: if there are any patterns in the overlap of citing reference coverage for scholarly works in Scopus, Google Scholar and Web of Science; to what extent each resource provides unique citing references for these works; and if there are any significant patterns to the unique references in each index.
Thyer noted that the interdisciplinary nature of social work as a profession and a disciple creates obstacles to creating unique knowledge, concluding that the knowledge generated in social work research should be the development of “problem-specific” knowledge. By this, he means that “a focus on the development, testing, and validation of psychosocial interventions [should] be the primary scholarly mission” of the field of social work, and that these interventions can be applied in a variety of human services settings. Thus, the research domain of social work rests in the application of interventions that are based on what Thyer terms as “subject matter” research from other disciplines.

Strothmann and others before her have also noted that social work research is both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary, and have sought to determine characteristics and aspects of essential social work literature. Strothmann, who is the most recent of these scholars, found that researchers use a wide variety of social science, medical and “hard” science resources. Pierce has noted that bibliometric analysis poses certain challenges when dealing with interdisciplinary fields: the literature, perspectives, and theories are less cohesive and there are fewer distinct boundaries to the field. The varying results of previous analyses of citation databases do not allow the researcher to reliably predict the relative strengths of each tool for use in analyzing social welfare research patterns.

This study is of significance to scholars in Information Studies in that it will shed additional light on the effectiveness of the citation databases in mapping scholarly communication; it will also be of significance to scholars in Social Work and Social Welfare interested in the relative strengths of these databases as they pertain to their field of research.

**Review of the Literature**

*Bibliometrics in Social Work Research*
Bibliometrics in social work has been a somewhat recent phenomenon relative to its use in other disciplines. As recently as 2006, a special edition of the journal *Social Work in Health Care* was published as a monograph with a number of essays introducing the concepts of bibliometrics to social work researchers and discussing the applications of bibliometrics to research in the field.\(^5\) The monograph includes an introductory literature review of citation analyses performed on social work topics; a discussion of how tracing citation patterns can indicate the impact of a scholar’s idea; essays related to the impact of bibliometric indicators on promotion, tenure, and evaluation of faculty; clarifications that need to be made to bibliometrics to assure a credible measurement of “merit”; an essay identifying factors such as publication lag time and the quality of the peer review process that affect bibliometric indicators; and concludes with an essay about the contribution bibliometrics makes to tracing scholarly communication patterns and the evolution of knowledge about a topic. The application of bibliometric methodologies to social work research has resulted in some interesting findings. Strothmann found that although there is a core body of essential journals falling squarely within the discipline of social work, research also incorporates resources from areas falling outside of the social sciences, such as psychiatry and medicine.\(^6\) Others have performed citation analysis on social work faculty publications, finding that social work scholars will be cited more frequently if they publish in a non-social work journal.\(^7\)

At the onset of bibliometric research in social work there were concerns regarding the use of the ISI Indexes (now *Web of Science*) due to the fact that they emphasized the “hard” sciences; and also because citation patterns in the social sciences are not comparable to those in the hard sciences and therefore should not necessarily be measured in the same manner.\(^8\) Furr did an analysis of the utility of the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) with regard to social work research. He found that the Social Science Citation Index did not include nine journals deemed to be essential to the field. As a result, according to Furr, the JIF is not an accurate measure of the impact of social work journals.\(^9\)
Comparisons of Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar

Comparison of citation databases has been the subject of a variety of studies using various bodies of research, and applied to various academic disciplines and subspecialties.

In her 2010 book about citation analysis which provided general commentary on the coverage of Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Scopus titled Publish or Perish, Harzing asserted that for the social sciences and humanities Google Scholar has an “advantage” in citation count over Web of Science and to a lesser degree Scopus. Furthermore, she finds that the journal coverage of Google Scholar is superior to both Web of Science and Scopus. However, Harzing based this conclusion on having studied a single scholar in each of the following disciplines: Business, Cinema Studies, Education, Linguistics, and Political Science. It is unclear, therefore, whether this sample is truly representative of a greater pattern in all of the social sciences and humanities.

Aside from the broad generalizations in Harzing’s book, there have been numerous studies comparing coverage of the three citation databases with regard to academic subspecialties, journal coverage, scholarly output and other measures which vary from the general patterns espoused by Harzing.

Meho, with several different coauthors, has done several studies in this regard, comparing citation counts, rankings and coverage for various groups of library and information science scholars. In these studies he found that citation-based rankings of scholars, (and presumably journals) are affected by including Scopus with Web of Science findings, but less so when adding Google Scholar. For accurate citation counts, all three resources must be used. Meho and Sugimoto found that in ranking scholarly productivity, when small scale citation patterns are sought, such as for journals, conference proceedings, and institutions, both Web of Science and Scopus should be utilized to get an accurate ranking, because the rankings differ greatly between these two sources. On the other hand, when looking at larger scale categories such as ranking research domains or countries, Scopus may be used.
interchangeably with Web of Science.\textsuperscript{12} When studying human-computer interaction scholars, Meho and Rogers found Scopus to be an acceptable substitute for Web of Science.\textsuperscript{13} Another scholar analyzed the coverage of Web of Science and Google Scholar for a corpus of earth science faculty and found that 85\% of the citations in Web of Science were located in Google Scholar, the two provide similar h-index results (a measurement of scholarly output), and other rankings demonstrate similar results.\textsuperscript{14} With regard to citation count, the author determined that the large number of citations in Google Scholar not included in Web of Science constitute a “long tail” of results of minor importance.\textsuperscript{15}

Tracking the coverage of journals or the citations to journal articles is another frequent means of comparing Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. Levine-Clark, et al., compared the three citation databases for citing references to top articles from fifteen business and economics journals.\textsuperscript{16} They found that Scopus produced slightly higher citation counts than Web of Science, and note that the citations to non-scholarly resources found in Google Scholar can demonstrate influence or impact. They found that Google Scholar is a reasonable alternative for business and economics citation searching if the proprietary fee based resources are not available. In a comparison of articles in major medical journals in Google Scholar and Web of Science, Kulkarni, et al. found variations in coverage for certain subgroups of articles (e.g., industry funding, devices, group authorship) but all had higher citations in Web of Science and Scopus than in Google Scholar.\textsuperscript{17} Haddow looked at Web of Science for Australian social science journals and found that Scopus had more citations than Web of Science and covered more of the journals. This led him to conclude that an Australian government research assessment protocol was not reflective of citation patterns of this same body of research found in the citation databases.\textsuperscript{18}

Other analyses compared the citation databases to subject specific databases. Norris and Oppenheim compared coverage of references citing Great Britain’s Research Assessment Exercises and the International Bibliography of the Social Sciences in Scopus, CSA Illumina, and Web of Science.\textsuperscript{19} They
found that *Scopus* had the best coverage of their interdisciplinary sample, and that both *Scopus* and *Web of Science* had better coverage than CSA Illumina. Bornmann, et al. compared the coverage of a body of articles in the three citation databases to Chemical Abstracts and found that all provided very similar results.  

Still others have compared the coverage of other miscellaneous resources such as comparing the number of citing references found for a single book and the scholarly output of countries and institutions.  

*Google Scholar* was found to be superior in generating the highest citation count for the book. The ranking results of countries and institutions in *Scopus* and *Web of Science* were found to be correlated. Still another researcher created a literature review comparing *Google Scholar* and *Web of Science* as a means of facilitating the instruction of both sources in information literacy instruction sessions.  

The variations in breadth and depth of these studies do not indicate clear patterns that can be immediately assumed to represent the coverage of citing references to social work sources in each of the three citation databases. Furthermore, as has been shown, social work research relies on an interdisciplinary blend of research; therefore the results of previous studies on coverage of various social science disciplines may not be directly analogous to the results to be garnered from studying social work literature in its own right.

**Methodology**

Before beginning any citation analysis, one must determine the body of research that will be used as a basis for collecting citing references. A common method is to choose top journals based on a citation-based ranking metric, most typically the Journal Impact Factor (JIF). The intent of this study was to choose journals from a ranking that was not, in and of itself, predicated on a bibliometric indicator, because those scores are derived from the data supplied by the citation databases under analysis in this
The present study used the top 5 journals of Sellers, et al.’s study that had the highest mean overall quality scores. In other words, these were the top five journals ranked highest in overall quality by the 556 faculty members surveyed. These journals were: Social Service Review, Social Work Research, Journal of Social Service Research, Child Abuse and Neglect, and Research on Social Work Practice. The analysis focused on articles and other materials published in the selected journals in the year 2005. Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar were all searched to find references citing the materials published in 2005 in these journals. The year 2005 was chosen because it allowed sufficient time for the publications to be discovered, disseminated, and be cited by other researchers. At the same time, the
citing references to these journals will be relatively recent (having been published after 2005), therefore a realistic reflection on what publications are being used by current social work researchers.

Both the Science Citation Index and the Social Science Citation Index were searched in *Web of Science*; likewise, the searches in *Scopus* were not limited by subject areas. The citing reference data from *Scopus* and *Web of Science* was exported into Microsoft Excel, and then transferred to Microsoft Access, which was used to analyze results. The citing references in *Google Scholar* were retrieved manually and entered into an Excel spreadsheet. This proved beneficial in terms of identifying the source type of each citing reference, as there does not appear to be a way to automate the capture of metadata on document type or format of the citing reference in *Google Scholar*; furthermore, the many citing references which were a non-traditional source type (e.g., a source type other than journal article, book, or conference proceeding) were easily identified.

Citing references from any material published in the sample journals during the year 2005 were included in the data capture. To keep the capture process manageable, no effort was made to eliminate editorials, book reviews or other non-peer reviewed material. In addition to manageability, the investigator felt that this approach would accurately capture the patterns of citing the sample journals in their entirety. This gives the analysis a fuller picture of what *Scopus*, *Web of Science*, and *Google Scholar* contain in terms of citing reference information.

The citing reference data for each journal was imported into a Microsoft Access database to facilitate analysis. Queries were generated to compare the coverage of citing references in all three databases for the journals together, and individually to determine any patterns. Once this data was collected and analyzed, it was evident that a closer look at the *Google Scholar* results would provide additional insight into the nature of coverage of that database.

*Problems with Data Collection form Google Scholar*
In collecting data from *Google Scholar*, results that were bad links or for which there was no reference information were discarded. Some issues arose when assigning the source types of the citing references. There were a significant number of citing references which were not journal articles, but instead web pages, word processing documents, and PDF files. Sometimes the PDF files and Word documents retrieved contained no direct statement about publisher information, and these were generally deemed to be unpublished manuscripts. Sometimes resources retrieved from *Google Scholar* were draft versions of research that was published in a scholarly journal at a later date and the draft and officially published version were sometimes listed as two separate results. In these cases, only the officially published versions of the article were counted as citing references. Furthermore, items designated as research papers, working papers, or reports, were all classified as “reports” based on the premise that all contained research findings and although some were published, none appeared in a scholarly journal.

Another problematic issue in *Google Scholar* was the handling of foreign language documents. In some cases, if a citing reference was to a document that was in a foreign language it was easy to discern if it was a journal article, doctoral dissertation, etc. whereas other times the source type/format could not be determined. All of these items were categorized as source type “foreign language” rather than make a distinction between the foreign language materials of known format and those of unknown format. Quantifying the foreign language resources as a whole was important, and there was presumed to be a similar ratio of formats in the foreign languages to those in found in English and therefore the results of the analysis would still be proportionally accurate.

**Results and Analysis**

*Database Coverage of Citing References*
Taking in the aggregate the data from all five journals, a total of 1,741 citing references were collected from Web of Science, 2,126 citing references were collected from Scopus, and 3,272 were collected from Google Scholar, for a total of 7139 results before removing duplicates. When results for all three databases were combined and overlapping citations were taken into account, there were 4,308 unique citing references in total.

A total of 961 citing references were found in all three sources, or 22.3% of all unique citations. This constituted roughly half (55.2%) of the total citing references in Web of Science as well as Scopus (45.2%). By contrast, just under one third (29.4%) of the citing references in Google Scholar were found in all three sources.

Citing references that were found in both Scopus and Web of Science, but not Google Scholar constituted 502 items or 11.7% of all unique citations. These 502 citations constituted 28.8% of the items in Web of Science and 23.6% of the items in Scopus.

Citing references that were found in both Scopus and Google Scholar but not Web of Science constituted 324 items or 7.5% of all unique citations. These represented 15.2% of the items in Scopus and 9.9% of the items in Google Scholar.

Citing references that were found in both Web of Science and Google Scholar but not Scopus constituted 81 items or 1.9% of all unique citations. This represented 4.7% of the items in Web of Science and 2.5% of the items in Google Scholar.

Google Scholar had far and away the greatest number of citing references not included anywhere else, a total of 1904 or 44.2% of all unique citations. Scopus was the sole source for 339 of the 4308 unique citations, or 7.9%, and Web of Science was the only source for 197 or 4.6%.

Variations in Format/Document Type
The formats of the citing references (source types) were compared among databases. In *Scopus*, of the 2126 total citing references retrieved, 1,782 or 83.8% were journal articles, 248 or 11.7% were reviews, and 96 or 4.5% were miscellaneous items such as conference papers, editorials, notes, letters, and short surveys.

In *Web of Science*, 1735 (99.7%) of 1,741 total citing references were journal articles and the remaining 6 (0.4%) were labeled series. Although the *Web of Science* documentation explains that “series” is “book in a series,” it was felt that this explanation was not clear. Upon examining these citations, it appeared that they consisted of scholarly article-length research that appeared in annual compendia as opposed to journals. Although *Web of Science* lists only three other possible publication types (conference, book, or patent), none of these publication types appeared in these results.

*Google Scholar* had a much more diverse array of citing references. Only 1,951 or 59.6% of the 3272 citing references retrieved were scholarly journal articles; 443 or 13.5% were dissertations, masters’ theses, or bachelor’s theses; 318 or 9.7% were books, and 281 or 8.6% were foreign language materials. The remaining 279 or 8.5% constituted a wide variety of miscellaneous sources such as reports, course syllabi, unpublished manuscripts, reviews, presentation slides, blogs, and websites.

It is interesting to note that *Google Scholar* contained a total count of 1,951 citing references that were scholarly journal articles. Although this was only roughly 60% of the total citations in *Google Scholar*, it is only slightly higher than the total count of scholarly journal articles in *Scopus* (1782) and *Web of Science* (1735).

The five journals selected for review in this study were cited in widely varying degrees. Some of this variation could be attributed to the differing frequencies of publication of each journal: *Child Abuse and Neglect* is published twelve times per year, *Research on Social Work Practice* is published bimonthly,
Journal of Social Service Research is published five times per year, and Social Work Research and Social Service Review are only published quarterly.

The Journal of Social Services Research, ranked third on the Sellers, et al. list, had substantially lower citation rates than all other journals considered, despite being published five times per year. Upon further inspection, it was found that prior to 2010 this journal was published quarterly and sometimes irregularly. Volume 31 contains issues published in the years 2004-2006, with only two issues published in 2005. Therefore, the extremely low citation rate from all sources for this journal is presumed the result of the very small number of issues available for the selected publication year of study.

On the other hand, Child Abuse and Neglect ranked fourth by the scholars polled in the study by Sellers, et al. actually had the highest combined number of citing references when duplicates were eliminated (2715). Research on Social Work Practice was second highest with 749 citing references. Social Service Review ranked third (408), but was comparable to Social Work Research (361). Journal of Social Service Research had 75 total citing references, this may be due at least partially to the fact that this journal is only published quarterly and there are fewer articles to cite. [Figure 3] This is substantially different than the ranking in Sellers, et al.’s study in which Social Service Review was ranked first, followed by Social Work Research, Journal of Social Service Research, Child Abuse and Neglect, and Research on Social Work Practice, in that order. [Figure 4]

Comparison of Database Coverage of Citing References per Journal

The percentage of citing references to each journal was considered separately to determine whether the patterns of citation coverage for each database were consistent (e.g., is the percentage of citations retrieved from each citation database consistent from journal to journal), or if the percentage of citing references retrieved for each journal varied. For breakdowns by source type, see [Figure 5]. Coverage of each journal in the three databases varied somewhat. [Figure 6] Journal of Social Service Research had 9
citing references appearing in all three databases out of the 75 unique citations to this journal, or 12.0%.

For Social Work Research, 85 or 23.5% of the 361 unique citations were found in all three databases; Social Service Review had 86 or 21.1% of the 408 unique citations to this journal. Research on Social Work Practice had 141 or 18.3% of the 749 unique citations. For Child Abuse and Neglect, 640 or 23.6% of the 2715 unique citations were found in all three databases.

Of the citing references found in Scopus and Web of Science, Journal of Social Service Research had 4 citing references or 5.5% of all unique citations. Social Work Research had 46 citing references or 12.7%. Social Service Review had 48 citing references or 11.8%. Research on Social Work Practice had 89 citing references or 11.9%. Child Abuse and Neglect had 315 citing references or 11.6%.

Of the citing references found in Scopus and Google Scholar, Journal of Social Service Research had 12 citing references or 16.0% of all unique citations, Social Work Research had 41 citing references or 11.4%. Social Service Review had 25 citing references or 6.1%. Research on Social Work Practice had 83 citing references or 11.1%. Child Abuse and Neglect had 163 citing references or 6.0%.

Of the citing references appearing in Web of Science and Google Scholar, Journal of Social Service Research had 2 citing references or 2.7% of all unique citations, Social Work Research had 10 citing references or 2.8%. Social Service Review had 10 citing references or 2.5%. Research on Social Work Practice had 11 citing references or 1.5%. Child Abuse and Neglect had 48 citing references or 1.8%.

The percentage of citing references that were unique to each database was also examined on a per journal basis. For Google Scholar, Journal of Social Service Research had 41 citing references or 54.7% of all unique citing references retrieved for this journal. Social Work Research had 140 citing references or 38.8%. Social Service Review had 212 citing references or 52.0%. Research on Social Work Practice had 324 citing references or 43.3%. Child Abuse and Neglect had 1187 citing references or 43.7%.
For *Web of Science, Journal of Social Service Research* had 7 citing references or 9.3% of all unique citations, *Social Work Research* had 18 citing references or 5.0%. *Social Service Review* had 9 citing references or 2.2%. *Research on Social Work Practice* had 27 citing references or 3.6%. And *Child Abuse and Neglect* had 136 citing references or 5.0%.

For *Scopus, Journal of Social Service Research* had no citing references that did not appear any other database. *Social Work Research* had 21 citing references or 5.8%. *Social Service Review* had 18 citing references or 4.4%. *Research on Social Work Practice* had 74 citing references or 9.9%. *Child Abuse and Neglect* had 226 citing references or 8.3%.

When each journal is considered separately, the percentages of citing references retrieved show a pattern consistent to that which emerged when the citing references were considered in the aggregate for each database. In other words, the relative percentage of citing references retrieved for one journal that appear in one, two or all three databases is roughly consistent to the percentage of citing references retrieved for each of the other journals. For example, one can expect to retrieve around half of the citing references to each journal if one uses only *Web of Science* and *Scopus*. The only instance where the percentage of coverage appears inconsistent is the citing references to *Journal of Social Service Research*, the journal which only had two issues published in the year 2005. In this case, *Google Scholar* provided over half the citing references retrieved (54.7%). It is reasonable to presume that this high percentage of citing references is composed of non-traditional document types. *Web of Science* and *Scopus*, which retrieved correspondingly lower percentages retrieved, primarily collect citing references from journal articles.

*Considerations Regarding Google Scholar Coverage*

Earlier, it was noted that 1,951 or 59.6% of all citations found in *Google Scholar* were journal articles, and that number is only slightly higher than the total number of citations to journal articles in *Scopus* or
Web of Science. For Social Work Research, 39 scholarly journal articles were retrieved from only from Google Scholar. This represents 10.8% of the citing references unique to this journal, or 1.2% of the total citations retrieved from Google Scholar. Google Scholar was the sole source for 80 scholarly articles which cited Social Service Review, constituting 19.6% of the total unique citations to this journal, and 2.4% of all citations in Google Scholar. Journal of Social Service Research had 22 citing references unique to Google Scholar that were scholarly journal articles. These constituted 29.33% of the unique citations to this journal, and 0.7% of the total citations retrieved from Google Scholar. Research on Social Work Practice had 111 citing references from scholarly journal articles appearing only in Google Scholar. This constituted 14.8% of the total unique citations to this journal, or 3.4% of the citations retrieved from Google Scholar. Child Abuse and Neglect had 356 citing references from scholarly journal article found only in Google Scholar (out of 1187 unique Google Scholar citing references), constituting 13.1% of all unique citations to this journal, and 10.9% of all citations retrieved from Google Scholar. Therefore Google Scholar provided roughly 10%-20% of citing references in scholarly journal format that were not found in the proprietary databases.

Patterns in Citation Count

The interval between the citation count of the highest cited journal (Child Abuse and Neglect) and the other four journals was computed and the results for each database were plotted on a graph [Figure 7]. The difference in citation counts between Child Abuse and Neglect and each other journal shows a roughly proportional set of intervals between citation counts in Scopus and Web of Science. The interval rankings, from lowest to highest for both of these databases, is Research on Social Work Practice, Social Work Research, Social Service Review, Journal of Social Service Research. Google Scholar however, has a lower interval for Social Service Review than for Social Work Research. Google Scholar consistently has the highest intervals, Scopus second highest, and Web of Science third highest. When only the scholarly
journal citations from Google Scholar are considered, the intervals between citation counts are much closer to Scopus and Web of Science, but follow a more erratic pattern. There is a greater difference between the intervals computed for each journal, indicating a coverage pattern that is not consistent with that of the proprietary databases. As with the interval for all Google Scholar citations, the interval for Social Service Review is lower than that for Social Work Research, however, the difference is more pronounced when only the scholarly journals are counted. This may be reflective of how journals and journal articles are chosen for inclusion in each citation database. Scopus claims to include 18,500 peer-reviewed journals as well as hundreds of trade publications, book series, and conference proceedings. Scopus is determined by the Scopus Content Selection and Advisory Board, consisting of fourteen experts in a variety of subject disciplines. Web of Science states that it covers over 12,000 “top-tier” journals and inclusion in the database is determined by editors at Thomson Reuters. Google Scholar, on the other hand, does not have any systematic means of evaluating journals for inclusion – by its very nature it cannot-- because it is first and foremost a web search engine, it simply captures what has been published on the World Wide Web. Thus, the non-systematic means of collecting citation data provides no consistent pattern or system by which citing references are included or retrieved from Google Scholar; whereas the inclusion and retrieval of citing references in Scopus and Web of Science is systematic in nature, and therefore a similar pattern of citation coverage is demonstrated.

Citing References in Foreign Languages

Foreign language materials constituted 281 or 6.5 % of the 4308 total unique citations from all databases and 8.6% of the total number of citations retrieved from Google Scholar (3272). The foreign languages represented were very diverse; materials in all of the following languages cited at least one of these social welfare journals: French, Dutch, German, Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish, Russian, and Finnish. With the trend towards greater globalism and international research, it
has become more important to be able to trace the international impact or influence of a journal, institution, author, or individual article.

**Discussion**

*Limitations of This Study*

While the results and analysis of this data provide some interesting insights into the coverage of the citation databases for social welfare resources, there are some limitations which must be taken into consideration. Primarily, the Sellers, et al. article from which the key social work journals were identified was published in 2004. If such a study were undertaken in the current year, the ranking may be substantially different and may include journals that were not in publication eight years ago. Updating the findings of this research based on the opinions of current social welfare scholars may well be a topic ripe for further study; in fact, the Sellers, et al. article was an update of an earlier article from 1994. As previously stated, most ranked listings of journals are based upon citation metrics (Journal Impact Factor being the most prevalent). The 2004 Sellers article is the most current ranking which relies on a metric other than citation activity – namely, perceived value determined by a survey of social work scholars. However it is likely that these findings would be similar if a more current list were used, due to the fact that journal ranking is not a factor in the citation coverage of *Web of Science*, *Scopus*, or *Google Scholar*.

Another limitation to this study is the number of journals analyzed. Harvesting the citing references from *Google Scholar* for these five journals took approximately 140 hours in total. Adding additional journal titles to the analysis would have been preferred but was not feasible given the resources available (student assistant, grant funding) for this project.
Citations in foreign languages posed other issues when comparing Google Scholar to the other databases. There appeared to be few, if any, citing references in Web of Science or Scopus from foreign language sources retrieved for this search. However, the metadata captured from these databases did not include a language field. At the same time, it is possible that there were bibliographic records in both English and the native language listed as separate results in Google Scholar. Due to the diverse array of foreign languages retrieved and a lack of knowledge of these languages means that a slight possibility exists that some articles may have been double counted in cases where bibliographic data of the citing reference for a single source was presented in the native language in one instance, and translated into English in another instance.

Furthermore, others have shown that subspecialties of various disciplines can have different rates of coverage in each database. Four of the five journals considered here are certainly very centered in social welfare scope (Research on Social Work Practice, Social Work Research, Social Service Review, Journal of Social Service Research), but Child Abuse and Neglect has a different topic focus, and at the same time has vastly broader usage. As all subspecialties in social welfare cannot be considered by a study of this scale, ascertaining the coverage of citations for research in certain interdisciplinary topics which rely more heavily on, for example, medical or education research may result in different results.

Another consideration is that this study only measures the raw citation count. Other metrics, such as those based on eigenvector analysis (where some citing references in a network are weighted more heavily in the computation due to greater use) may result in different rankings and provide a more robust picture of citation patterns in this subject. Furthermore, other measurements may be useful to consider, such as the h-index and variations that account for different citation patterns and rates over time.

Ranking of Journals Based on Citation Count
When ranking the journals by highest number of citations to lowest, the rank is identical in Scopus and Web of Science to that of the ranking produced when data for all three databases are taken in the aggregate: Child Abuse and Neglect received the highest citation count in both Scopus and Web of Science, followed by Research on Social Work Practice, Social Work Research, Social Service Review, and finally, Journal of Social Service Research, in that order. Google Scholar had similar results; however Social Service Review ranked above Social Work Research. However, this may not be significant, because in all comparisons, these two journals had relatively close citation counts.

Child Abuse and Neglect was cited in the widest variety of document types. [Figure 5] This is understandable due to the substantially larger number of citing references in total for this journal. Also, this journal has an audience that is international in scope, as it is the official journal of the International Society of Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect and is of interest to psychologists and other scholars and practitioners in various social sciences. The other four are published less frequently and focus more squarely on aspects of social work and social services.

Best Use of Citation Databases

Tracing scholarly communication is a meritorious pursuit. Scholars cite other research for many reasons; one author contends that citing a source is in some respect, a social process rather than a scientific one. The motivation to cite a source may be: “conceptual,” “contrastive,” “methodological,” “negational,” “perfunctory,” or “persuasive.”

The results of this study show that for the social welfare journals studied, Scopus generally provides higher citation counts than Web of Science, but that a ranking from highest to lowest citation count in each database results in similar outcomes. On the other hand, total Google Scholar citations do not follow an identical ranking, although the ranking is very close. When only Google Scholar journal article citations are considered, the ranking diverges further. Therefore, Web of Science and Scopus may likely
provide correlated results in terms of ranking based on citation counts for other journals. The pattern established when considering citing references to all five journals in the aggregate are replicated when the citing references to each journal are considered separately. The results of this study do not affirm Harzing's findings that Google Scholar has a consistent advantage in coverage of the social sciences.  

Taken together, Web of Science and Scopus will only retrieve around half of the unique citing references retrieved from searching all three databases. Therefore if one is looking for a high citation count or a complete list of citing references for research purposes, it is wise to consult all three sources and remove duplicates, which is an unfortunately time consuming process. Furthermore, searches of Google Books and certain other databases which provide small amounts of citation data (e.g., PsycINFO) may turn up still more unique citing references.

At least one scholar has expressed concern that metrics such as Web of Science’s Impact Factor do not accurately reflect the true influence of social work journals within the discipline partially due to the narrow, two year time period for gathering citations, and partially due to the fact that many critical journals are left out of the ranking and calculations. Scopus tracks citation data for a greater number of journals than Web of Science. Furthermore, Scopus makes accessible its journal influence measures (SNIP and SJR) for all journals in the database, whereas Web of Science provides the JIF for only the highest scoring journals in the field. As a result, Scopus may prove to be a more informative and robust source of information on scholarly influence in social welfare than Web of Science.

The utility of Google Scholar data is contingent upon several factors. As a supplement to Web of Science and Scopus, it can provide more robust information and coverage. Ball and Tunger asserted that researchers now need to justify their reasons for using either Science Citation Index or Scopus in their analysis. If using Google Scholar, the researcher must go even further – he or she needs to determine (and justify) if Google Scholar should be utilized, but also whether to include the myriad non-traditional
document types that appear in Google Scholar, and whether those formats are deemed scholarly, or at least of sufficient quality to demonstrate influence or impact. The justification of what types of resources are used may vary based on the academic discipline, type of bibliometric measurements used, and the overall purpose for the analysis.

This study looked at both the total number of citing references retrieved from Google Scholar as well as only those citing references which were from scholarly journal articles. As was shown, Google Scholar provided vastly larger citation counts than either Scopus or Web of Science when all results are taken into account, but only slightly larger counts when only scholarly journals are considered. The natural question that comes out of this discovery is that of scholarly rigor. What should and should not be considered a scholarly source of citations? Researchers have published studies indicating that online syllabi, PowerPoint presentations, and scholarly blogs should be considered along with scholarly journals as markers of influence or impact.40 In addition, at least one scholar has noted that the omission of citations from non-English language sources is a tremendous oversight.41 For social welfare, it would appear that a large number of sources in Google Scholar would be considered scholarly – articles, books, and dissertations are the top three document formats of citing references to the journals selected for this study. Therefore, using Google Scholar is a useful addition to the social welfare researcher’s arsenal of tools for measuring scholarly communication, journal use, and influence. Nonetheless there is a further caveat that should be acknowledged: Beel and Gipp have determined that with a little web coding knowledge, it is relatively easy to falsify citing references to research and create “search engine spam” which artificially inflates citation counts within Google Scholar 42. While it is unclear as to whether this is occurring deliberately and if so, to what extent, it remains an issue which should engender cautious use of search engine citation data. Unfortunately, at this time the only way to guard against this type of false hit is to evaluate the citing references from Google Scholar by looking at each one individually.
Conclusion

It has been asserted that it is sufficient to track citations only to those journals which are “most important,” usually based on their past citation rates. While there is something to be said for focusing on citations from publications that have been evaluated for “importance,” it may simply not be sufficient in the new era of electronic publishing, open access, and web documents. With the advent of new tools which include more than just citing references from journals, *Web of Science* may be sufficient for creating a ranking of journals based on citation count, but it is the least comprehensive if used to locate the greatest number of citing references. If one values the quality review of content included in a citation database, *Scopus* may be preferred to *Web of Science* for social welfare journals for its higher citation counts; however both databases should be used if possible. *Google Scholar* provides useful results, but due to the lack of quality review, citation counts do not follow a pattern similar to the other two databases. Furthermore the considerations of document type, quality review, and the possibility of “search engine spam” need to be understood and accounted for before incorporating *Google Scholar* data. As a result, *Google Scholar* may not be as reliable as either *Scopus* or *Web of Science* as a stand-alone source for citation data. Nonetheless, to obtain the most comprehensive citation count, one must use all three resources.
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